




HDVMixer is an add-on video server box which runs separately from the 
station’s current radio automation system.

Situational awareness and video automation are accomplished via HDVMixer’s 
SmartCAM interface box:

→ 8x audio console mic fader status inputs (GPI)

→ 6x microphone (post preamp) audio level meters

→ 3rd party radio automation software metadata input

HDVHDVMixer is compatible with most radio automation solutions in the market.

H    HDVM     ?

The conventional approach (building a TV set inside a radio studio) involves 
expensive gear, and needs new staff members to operate them.

Visual radio, thought as a TV studio inside a radio station, is cumbersome and 
barely  profitable in most cases.

OurOur HDVMixer ‘one box does it all’ visual radio solution is what broadcasters 
have been dreaming of. Built-in multiviewer, video switcher, character 
generator, video streaming encoder, video recorder, social media integration, 
video ads replacement, and more.

No need to increase the station’s payroll: based on per show automation rules, 
video scenes change following any of 20+ parameters (including video camera 
follows hot mics).
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Low cost RTMP encoders can be used to send 
audio and video back to the studio. Any RTMP 
stream can be used as a video feed.

Supports smarthpone H.264 feeds using 
HDVMixer’s built-in RTMP server (requires fixed IP 
at the station).

AirlinkAirlink remote desktop grabber displays 
images/live video/browser from any PCs in the 
studio connected through Wi-Fi/wired.

Skype video call support.

Professional remote Live Video Over IP gear also 
supported: Live-U and COMREX Liveshot.
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Several camera types available: USB, HDMI, 
HD-SDI.

Built-in PTZ camera controller with preset 
based sequence recoding. PTZ presets can 
either be triggered manually using a USB 
control pad, or automatically using AutoVJ 
automation rules.

UsingUsing a SmartCAM interface and PTZ 
cameras, it’s easy to make studio cameras 
slowly zoom in on the person at the hot mic.

DualDual sequence automation: when one 
camera goes on-air, all the others can be 
forced to a full zoom-out preset. This makes 
efficient use of the PTZ camera resource, as 
all inactive cameras are ready to go on-air 
and start zooming in on anyone in the studio.
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HDVMixer uses nondisruptive and hardware-agnostic technology. It seamlessly integrates 
to the station’s operational practices and equipment.
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 Simultaneous streaming/transcoding and recording capabilities (highest resolution used 
for recording).

 H.264 video and AAC audio 
encoder.

 Video transcoder with user 
configurable resolutions and 
bitrates (e.g. simultaneous 
720p, 480p and 320p).

 Streams to multiple CDNs 
simultaneously.
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